
EXAMPLE Sum-dgku puzzle;

-S-ince :u:ry row and column contains each of the digits 1

|T?!tJJ;]iol" 
or the numbers in any row or collmn is

The cage with a sum of 13 includes ail four numbers in the first
column, plus one number in the second column. since the sum of
g?,Hil3",:l['Ji?111:t:" is 10, the number in the second

The sum of the numbers in the bottom row is 10. The two dioits in
the cage on the right end of the row sum to 5, and we have i g in
lle s_ecgndjlyll So, the teftmost number in the bottom row is
10.-5-3 = 2. This leaves 1 and 4 as the-digits in the third and fourth
columns, but we do not havq en.ough information to place them yet.

|r_e 
tn19e numbers in the.top-right cage have a

sum of 5. There are only two wa.ys to get a sum
of 5 using three digits: 1 + 1 +3, and 1 +Z+2.
We cannot use the same digit twice in any row
or column. So, the digits must be arranged in
one of the two ways shown on thq right.

However, we need a 1 in the bottom row. The
option on the left.makes it impossible to place
a 1 in the bottom row. So, we can onlv use the
option on the right. Then, we place the 1 and the
4 on the bottom row as shown.

or

we use the same reasoning we learned when solving sudoku
puzzles to complete the remaining entries in the puzzle. check
to be sure that the sum [n each cage equals the given clue.
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62. The sum of the numbers in any row or column of a sum-doku is

always 1 +2+3+4= 10. So, the sum of al l  eight numbers in the

two left columns is 10+ 10 = 20' Fill in the shaded square with the

correct number.

63.Wri teyouranswerfromthepreviousprob|em.inthegr idto
continue solving the puzzle. Think about which two digits must be

p|aced in the cage with a Sum of 4, and how you can you arrange

in"r" digits. Place the digits in the correct shaded squares'

64. Write your answers from the previous problems in the grid to

continue solving the puzzle. Think about which two digits must

beplacedinthecagewithaSumofT,andhowyoucanarrange
these digits. Place the digits in the correct shaded squares'

65. Complete the puzzle. lt may help to start by finding

the number that should be in the shaded square'

PRACTICE

PRACTICE

Use the stePs given below to solve
the 4x4 Sum-doku Puzzle'

Solve each4x4 Sum-doku puzzle below'
Some entries have been placed for you'
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PRACTICE Use the information below to
answer the questions that follow.

Captain Kraken places two gold coins and three silver coins
in a satchel. The coins feel exactly the same. Students pull
coins from the bag without looking into the bag.

83. Alex and Grogg each pull out two coins without showing each other.

84.84.

a. There are three possible combinations of coins
that Alex could have drawn from the satchel. For
example, he could have drawn two silver coins.
What are the other two possible combinations?

b. Captain Kraken asks Alex, "How many silver coins
does Grogg have?" Alex looks at his coins and
says, "l don't know."
Which of the three possible combinations of coins
above can be ruled outfor Alex?

c. Captain Kraken asks Grogg, "How many goldcoins
does Alex have?" Grogg looks at his coins and
says, "One."
Which of the three combinations of coins from
part (a) does Grogg have?

83b.

83c.

All the coins are returned to the satchel. Alex and Lizzie each pull out
two coins. Captain Kraken asks Lizzie, "What type of coin is left in the
satchel?"
Lizzie looks at her coins and says, "l don't know."
Captain Kraken asks Alex, "What type of coin is left in the satchel?"
Alex looks at his coins and says, "l don't know, either."
How many gold coins does Alex have?

83a. Si lver & Si lver

E 
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PRACTICE
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Use the information below to answer the questions that follow.

85.

Ms. Q. places tokens numbered 1 through 5 in a
bag. The tokens feel exacily the same. Students pull
tokens from the bag without looking into the bag.

Grogg and Lizzie each puil two tokens from the bag. Ms. e. asksGrogg, "ls the sum of Lizzie's numbers odd or eue,i?,,
"Definitely even," says Grogg.
What numbers did Grogg puit trom the bag?

86.
*

87.
*

All the tokens are returned to the bag,. Grogg and winnie each pull g6.
out two tokens. Ms. e. asks winnie,l ' ls thJium of your numbersgreater than the sum of Grogg's numbers?,, '
Winnie says, "No. .!l lay be 

-equat, 
but it,s definitely not greater.,,

What is the sum of Winnie's numbers?

85._&_

87
All the tokens are returned to the bag. Lizzie and winnie each pull
out two tokens. Ms. e. asks winnie,;,ls the number on the token inthe bag odd or even?',
Winnie looks at her tokens and says, ,,1 don't know.,,
Ms. Q. asks Lizzie, "Do you knowi,'
Lizzie looks at her tokens and says, "t didn't know before winnie saidshe didn't know, but now I know.'i
ls the numbered token in the bag odd or even?
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